
BRAND ANALYSIS

Distility provides a full slate of branding products, from brand analysis to brand strategy to brand systems. Click here to
see how we can help.

Defining and refreshing your master brand strategy on a regular basis helps to ensure that your company
maintains a clear strategic direction aligned with your business strengths, objectives and target audience. A
deeper analysis as part of your brand audit will tell you if you are attracting the right kind of traffic, and which
types of content are working best. Competitor Analysis In addition to collecting feedback about your firm,
understanding how your competitors position themselves is necessary in order to differentiate yourselves from
them. Analyzing these conversations will let us discover what variables are present in those comments and the
perceived competitive advantages from consumers and fans. Here are some key components to consider when
you perform a strategic brand analysis for your business: Your Offerings Outline your capabilities and
products, and their strengths and weaknesses. Explain to partners that only the clients they invite to participate
and accept the invitation will be interviewed. What are the colors and visuals they use regularly? To learn
more about how we can help you identify ways to make practical, positive changes in the way brand and
marketing assets are managed, contact us here or call  Every organization faces the challenge of staying on top
of internal and external influencers that test and challenge your business strategies, competitive distinction,
and value proposition. Get to know your audience better and the opportunities in your space. Conducting a
formal brand analysis prior to a rebranding not only helps to insure a more successful result, it also tends to
streamline the process, and bring internal stakeholders to consensus faster. To answer this question, we can
either use more ubiquitous techniques like surveys and interviews, as well as conduct workshops that have
both consumers and employees working collaboratively. It will give you a baseline measurement for ongoing
testing and evaluation of how awareness and perceptions are shifting. Build their awareness and knowledge
about why you are choosing to rebrand and what it will mean to the company, to them, and to customers.
Similarly, newer clients as well as longstanding clients should be interviewed. In Branding Evaluation by
Distility November 25, Leave a Comment Marketing and branding providers like Distility will recommend all
kinds of solutions. Because that type of loyalty is largely based on feelings, you must learn more about what
consumers feel and value, as well as what influences them to buy your products over those of your
competitors. Monitoring paid and organic channels is standard practice for working out if your SEO or display
adverts are succeeding or need optimizing. An ongoing process of measurement will inform if your targets are
being reached, but you may wish to repeat the audit process after a reasonable amount of time. A linguistic
analysis using categorization of mentions can inform you of the associations with your brand. Competitive
Analysis And our competitors, how do they tackle the defined variables on their platforms and communication
channels? Some companies will be able to refer to their go to market strategy. The context provided by an
analysis of the entire customer journey can bring out specific areas that are causing problems, or opportunities
to further exploit. Key members of the firm â€” senior partners as well as new hires and staff â€” should be
included for a true cross-section of viewpoints. For instance, you must make a choice on brand architecture.
The question becomes where are you hosting this critical information so stakeholders can access it? Pick Your
Profile. They do so by knowing their opponents, inside and out. A strong brand can help you stand out among
your peers in a way that is authentic, engaging and memorable. Will you brand every product you sell, or will
you give them descriptive names under the corporate brand? Involve those leaders and internal influencers
necessary for support and buy-in. To do this, we define several variables that are considered key for the brand
within its market. How do they perceive the brand and the services it offers? But of course, those are built on
thorough analysis and rock solid strategy. Understanding the vitality of your brand before making a major
brand shift is critical. You may want to reposition your messaging if your actual audience differs from your
perceived audience. It provides answers to what image the target group has of your and your competitors
brands. Talk to them through a variety of mechanisms about why the changes they will soon see were made
and how those changes benefit them. Finding out why they selected you can be insightful branding
information.


